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FedMiD: a straightforward extension

Main theoretical results

New Setting: Federated Composite Optimization (FCO)
o FL with (possibly non-smooth) regularizers or constraints
o Arises naturally in FL applications that involve sparsity, low-rank, or constraints.
o Standard FL algorithms (e.g., FedAvg) are for smooth unconstrained settings.

(a) & (b): standard
regularity assumptions
for composite setup
(c): smoothness of f

[McMahan et al., 2017]

Straightforward Extension of FedAvg suffers from “curse of primal averaging”

(d): additive bounded
variance

Our proposal: Federated Dual Averaging
o Novel server dual averaging procedure
o Theoretical and empirical advantages

Issue of FedMiD: curse of primal averaging
Theorem 4.3. Assuming A1, and in addition assume

Problem definition and Examples

While each client can locate a sparse
solution, simply averaging yields a
dense solution on the server.
Cause: averaging and proximal operator do not commute.

moreover for appropriate 𝜂𝑐 faster convergence
(usefulness of client step)

o
o

(e): full participation (for
simplicity of exposition)

and 𝐹 is quadratic, then FedDualAvg can output 𝑤
ෝ such that

is the loss function of the m-th client
𝜓 is a (possibly non-smooth, non-finite) convex regularizer

matches best known bound on
smooth unconstrained FᴇᴅAᴠɢ
c.f. [Woodworth et al., 2020]

Background: Dual averaging

o Federated Lasso for sparsity representations

Overhead for infrequent
communication

Composite 202: Dual Averaging (a.k.a. Lazy Mirror Descent)

[Nesterov, 2009]

Backward mirror (Dual -> Primal) – retrieve primal

o Federated matrix completion via nuclear norm

Experiments

Gradient step (in dual space)

Mirror Descent

💤

Dual Averaging

o FL with constraints: let 𝜓 be convex indicator

Background of (non-federated) composite optimization
Composite 101: ProxGD is the standard algorithm for solving non-federated CO:
Proximal additive

o Forward and backward mirror

o Backward mirror only

o Persistent primal states

o Persistent dual states

Our main proposal: FedDualAvg
First-order Taylor expansion of 𝐹

Smoothness estimation

Composite 201: Mirror descent generalizes ProxGD to general Bregman divergence
reduces to PGD
1
if ℎ 𝑤 = 2 | 𝑤 |2

Primal-Dual interpretation of Mirror Descent
○
○
○

Locally: each client runs dual averaging,
tracking a pair of primal and dual states.
Communication: dual states are
aggregated across clients.
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𝑧𝑡 = ∇ℎ(𝑤𝑡 )
Forward mirror (Primal -> Dual)
𝑦𝑡+1 = 𝑧𝑡 − 𝜂 ∙ ∇𝐹 𝑤𝑡
Gradient step (in dual space)
𝑤𝑡+1 = ∇(ℎ + 𝜂𝜓)∗ 𝑦𝑡+1 Backward mirror (Dual -> Primal)
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(Optional) primal output
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𝐵 ≔ 𝐷ℎ 𝑤 ⋆ , 𝑤0
L: smoothness
σ: variance bound
M: # of clients
K: # of local steps
R: # of rounds

